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How should VARs broach the
subject of power protection to customers?
The cost of powering and cooling the data center is outpac-
ing the cost of IT resources themselves. High-density equip-
ment pushes power and cooling systems to the maximum. 
Moves, equipment additions, and changes can put the 
power infrastructure at risk of overloads, tripped circuits and 
unplanned shutdowns. As a trusted advisor with an under-
standing of the power requirements of your customer, and a 
complete portfolio of power protection solutions 
to meet their needs, you can demonstrate the 
capability to nullify these concerns and provide 
solutions that deliver the most reliable business 
continuity and disaster recovery, while also build-
ing your own business.
Customers are looking for the total turnkey solu-

tion and resellers go to great lengths to create the 
right infrastructure and the right IT environment. 
Not protecting that infrastructure appropriately 
is neglecting the opportunity to “insure” the cli-
ent’s equipment investments and data, as well 
as, neglecting a possible revenue source for the 
reseller. Therefore, a complete power protection 
solution should always be an integral element of 
any turnkey IT package.

Do you feel VARs overlook
UPS placement opportunities?
Yes, I feel that most VARs overlook UPS place-
ment opportunities because they do not associ-
ate the need for battery backup and power protection as a 
“must have.” Most IT VARs who are advising their customers 
are usually focused on solving their customers’ IT problems. 
These solutions could end up triggering changes in specific 
programs, applications or platforms like an ERP rollout or 
the addition of an email system. During this process, they 
are conditioned to think about the impact of this change on 
issues like server utilization, storage capacity, networking 
bandwidth, etc. Ten years ago the impact on data center 
infrastructure was never considered. While that has changed 
to some extent, systemic planning to get past the constraints 
of physical infrastructure is still in its infancy. A good exam-
ple is the impact of virtualization on the need for battery 
backup of the physical assets in the virtual environment. Most 

VARs I’ve talked to believe virtualization reduces the need 
for a UPS. However, migration of virtual machines to a safe 
server takes time. The attached chart shows typical time 
requirements for safe migration. In addition to server backup, 
the virtual environment requires backup of the networking 
equipment, as the network needs to be up and running to 
allow the virtual machine to migrate to a safe server. I have 
come across numerous instances where protection for net-
working equipment was not considered. Eaton’s partners 

have access to the PowerAdvantage Academy,  
which provides help and training on uncovering 
opportunities specific to various applications and 
environments. 

A VAR is working with a prospective
client and evaluates their existing
power protection. What should the VAR be 
looking for that will help win a sale? 
VARs need to understand the customer’s require-
ments, and we can help them determine the 
ultimate solution. We understand that VARs are 
not always power experts so we provide a robust 
set of training tools for our partners to identify 
opportunities. Beyond training, we also assign 
a named account manager to every one of our 
partners. Eaton welcomes the opportunity to send 
out one of our site technicians to go out and help 
our partners do an on-site assessment, configure 
and design the right solution for that customer 
and implementation. 

Power audits and on-site assessments may reveal surpris-
ing weaknesses and vulnerabilities. You may find the power 
demands of customers that have moved to a virtualized envi-
ronment have outgrown their UPS, which wasn’t upgraded 
when virtualization was implemented. Eaton can train resell-
ers to conduct on-site assessments, partner with you on joint 
calls, or be your resource for power quality audits. 
You create the right infrastructure, the right IT environment 

and protect their data, and they’re looking for the total turn-
key solution. If a reseller’s not protecting that infrastructure 
appropriately or taking the right measures to do that, or at 
least asking the right questions; they have neglected the 
opportunity to provide the best solution and differentiate 
themselves from the competition. l
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As your customers move to virtualized server and storage environments, don’t overlook the 
importance of updating their UPSs to address their new power protection demands.
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http://proddownloads.vertmarkets.com.s3.amazonaws.com/download/13115462/13115462-334f-4ba4-9770-a0cb00f8ee63/original/migration_times_by_ibm.pdf

